[Medical expert reports in chest disease; the question of imputability of death].
In the course of an investigation, judicial or not, the expert opinion encompasses several questions of a different nature, including the following one « did the patient die of a disease he/she was supposed to suffer from at time of death? » Based on a personal experience over one year in 2008, the goal of this paper is to tackle this question of imputability, which was asked in respect of 12 investigations, including ten of occupational diseases, one of nosocomial infection and one iatrogenic accident. Only two autopsies were carried out; one autopsy refusal was reported. In five out of 12 cases, the imputability of death related to an occupational disease or an iatrogenic accident was considered by the expert to be certain in one case, very probable in two cases, and possible in two cases; in seven out to 12 cases, imputability of death was unlikely, since the cause of death was unknown in two cases, or was not the suggested cause in five cases. The discussion considers several arguments that can help answer this question: evaluation of the vital prognosis of the disease, the importance of the quality of medical records, the contributions and limits of autopsy findings, deaths that result from multiple causes, and the concept of aggravating circumstances.